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BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
- After years of poking fun
at his age in the spotlight,
George Burns spent his
100th birthday Saturday at
home with a private audience - his family.
No celebration was
planned, said the comedian's manager, Irving
Fein. "George is the same
as he was a week ago. He Is
weak, and he's not eating
much. Hell just take It easy
today."
Still, the century mark
wasn't going by unnoticed.
In Las Vegas, Caesars
Palace planned to display an
hour-long "Happy Birthday"
message on its 70-foot tall
electronic marquee to its
longtime headllner. Burns
had to cancel sold-out
birthday performances at
Caesars because of frail
health.
On cable, the American
Movie Classics channel
showed comedy shorts of
Burns and his late wife,
Gracie Allen. Burns' movie,
"Oh, God!" was shown on
superstatlonWGN.
Burns, who uses a wheelchair to get around, suffered injuries from a bathtub fall last year and caught
the flu after attending
Frank Sinatra's Christmas
party. Two weeks ago, he
stopped his daily trips to his
Hollywood office and to the
Hill crest Country Club to
play bridge.
Instead of receiving gifts
for his 100th, Burns decided
to give one: a hefty donation
to Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center to create the George
Burns and Gracie Allen
Research Institute.

Board of Trustees
meeting canceled
The Board of Trustees
meeting originally scheduled for Jan. 26 has been
canceled. Lester Barber,
executive assistant to the
president, said nothing on
the agenda was of immediate nature. The next meeting of the Trustees will be
Feb. 23.
Compiled from staff and
wtnreporU.

Quote of
the day
I saw my opportunity to make a
move. I did and
it was successful.
—Antonio
Daniels, Falcon
point guard

.
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Fraternities ask independents to move
Darla Wamock
The BC News

Independent students living in
the fraternity houses were asked
to leave and find new residency
this semester.
"Basically they Just told us that
they don't want us here anymore," said Junior biology major
Steve Mohr. "We were kind of
forced."
Mohr said the brothers of Sigma Alpha EpsUon sent a letter to
each of the Independent residents telling them they needed to
be out by the end of fall semester.
Unlike the students living In
Ashley Hall, who were assigned a

new residence, independents had
to find new residency for the
spring semester. Ashley residents were given moving vans as
well as boxes, tape and other aids
to assist in the move to their new
residence halls. Independents
were not.
Liz DeMuesy, housing assistant for Ashley Hall said that her
residents were not given much
more assistance than any others.
"I know that this is the first
year that the University assisted
the residents," DeMuesy said.
"From my understanding, the
previous director set this up."
According to Ed Whlpple, vice
president for Student Affairs, the
problem resulted from lack of

Regents
may remove
doctoral
programs

bed space at the beginning of the ed, yet it was not guaranteed to
be at the same location.
year.
Jodi Webb, assistant director
"I think the situation with the
Ashley residents is different of Student Housing and Resifrom the students living in the dence Programs, said a number
Greek units," Whlpple said. "I of options are available to studoubt very seriously that we will dents in that position.
"When independents were put
see this problem again."
The decision for some of the in Greek housing, we committed
independent students to move to the entire fall semester,"
out of the Greek housing was Webb said. "For spring semester,
made upon a mutual decision on some of the Independents Join the
the part of the students and chap- organization, some are still living
ter. Jodi Webb, Student Housing in them and some have had
assistant director, said the room different arrangements."
Whlpple explained that they
in the Greek housing was secured for only the fall semester. tried to move out independents
At that point, a mutual decision as quickly as possible throughout
needed to be made. Spring se- the semester.
"It was our priority to get nonmester housing would be provid-

Greeks out of the Greek houses,"
Whlpple said. "We should be
ready to respond."
Mohr said what made him up
set about the situation was that
he was not offered the support
other students received.
"The University [didn't] give
us any help," Mohr said. "They
dont want the independents
there."
Webb claimed that no Independent students asked for assistance from the University. She
said that if it was requested It
would have most likely been
granted.
"Certainly if someone had
asked, it could have been provided," Webb said.

Go Falcons

Darla Wamock
The BC News

Members of the University's
English and Education doctoral
programs are waiting to find out
whether their program subsidies
will be cut. The reviews follow
the Ohio Board of Regents' decision to remove the subsidy for
History Department's doctoral
program last month. Both programs were recommended to be
cut through evaluations by a
committee assigned by the Regents.
Richard Gebhardt, chairman of
the English doctoral program,
said that sometimes the evaluations can be Incorrect.
"There are special reasons for
each program that is cut," Gebhardt said. "One of the main
reasons now seems to be inaccurate results."
Gebhardt is referring to the
evaluations conducted by a panel
of five people taken from well
known institutions throughout
the nation. He explained that the
recommendation for cuts was
founded on misunderstandings
about the program. These matters include the creative emphasis literature program, facts and
assumptions about placement
and admissions, the breadth of
the literature curriculum and the
interdepartmental American
Culture Studies program.
"The report is In error," Gebhardt said. "But right now there
has been no action taken."
The next step Is for the panel to
review the programs and make a
final decision on any cuts. That
decision will come In late March
The University will not be able to
make up for the lost subsidy If
the evaluation shows that the
funds should be cut, according to
Eloise dark, vice president for
Academic Affairs.
"We will be minus that amout
of subsidy," Clark said. "There U
no way we can pick up the extra
money."
Gebhardt said the problem is
that the Ohio Board of Regents
does not realize that they would
be cutting strong programs. He
said that people should see the
good side of the report, rather
than Just the bad.
'We have a strong rhetorical
program," Gebhardt said. "Dont
reverse the good part... the subsidy should continue."

Tom Dauber, Matt Andrews, Chris SUpes, Chad Blosser and
Aaron Spradlir show their school spirit at Saturday's men's bas-

■>• « Raaback/rto IGNin
ketball game at Anderson Arena. The Falcons defeated Toledo,
76-75. See sports, page 4.

Campus to get new walkway
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

Students may notice quite a
difference walking to class when
they return to school in the fall. A
pedestrian mall has been proposed to be located through the
center of campus.
University Architect Rollle
Engler said the pedestrian mall
will change the look of part of the
campus.
"There had been discussions
about doing something like this
in the past several years because
we wanted to get rid of the drives
and keep traffic out of this main
core of campus," he said. "The
pedestrian mall will be a nicely
landscaped walkway system."
The proposed pedestrian mall
will extend from lot A In front of
the Centres Building and run
through the center of campus in
front of the University Union
over to Ridge Street.
Engler said they are planning
to start work on the pedestrian
mall project sometime In May
after the spring semester. He
said they would like to have the
walk system completed by midAugust when students return to
the University.
He also said they wiU be adding
more trees to the area which will
be planted later In October or
November.

Powell
named to
trustee
position
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Howard University has named
retired Gen. Colin Powell to
its board of trustees.
The appointment, announced Saturday, was a
coup for Howard, one of the
nation's best known historically black schools. Since
deciding against running
for the U.S. presidency,
Powell has accepted only a
few of the dozens of offers
of board appointments
from schools, foundations
and businesses.

The proposed pedestrian mall out the walkway system.
will have an estimated construcBob Waddle, director of Capition cost of $900,000 and bids will tal Planning, said the pedestrian
be coming In at the end of Febru- mall will be a nice project to
ary, Engler said.
work on over the summer.
The pedestrian mall will also
"This will auike a vast imhave all new lighting and emer- provement in the look of that
gency phones installed through- area," he said.

"I look forward to working with (university) President Pat Swygert as he
builds upon Howard's great
legacy among historically
black colleges and universities, as well as its legacy as
one of the leading universities in the nation," Powell
said in a statement.

I Colored Ink ]
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They're messing with Baywatch
Environmental program
needs to have own faculty
This is written in response to takeover of the Environmental
the article written by James Program. In his defense, it is true
Evans, associate professor of that math and science are needed
Geology, criticizing the envi- to completely understand environmental program and its stu- ronmental issues. However, as an
dents.
Environmental Policy student
The Environmental Programs with minors in geology and biolhave expanded rapidly in the ogy, I realize his justification is
past few years as more students less than accurate.
are becoming interested in enviThe environmental programs
ronmental Issues and are choos- are set up in a way in which the
ing to major in the environmental students may choose one of two
field. At the same time, the Ge- paths. One path allows students
ology Department has begun to to earn a BS degree while focusatrophy as their enrollment stea- ing on science courses, while andily decreases.
other path lets them earn a BA
The Geology Department has a degree while focusing on politilarge faculty and, to justify the cal agenda. Both pathways allow
amount of instructors in their freedom so students can augdepartment, it was merged with ment their degrees with geology,
the under staffed Environmental biology, political science or any
Programs. This may seem like a other discipline that they may
perfect fit until one realizes that choose.
Interestingly, the Geology Dethe basic core Environmental
Science classes are now being partment has a similar approach
taught by the Geology Depart- allowing students to attain a BS
ment's staff Instead of the Envi- or a BA degree The point here is
ronmental Program's instruc- that geology students do not take
any more science or math
torscourses than do students from
Mr. Evans seems to feel this is the environmental programs. In
necessary. In his defense of the fact, a BA degree in geology Is
Geology Department's absorp- relatively easy to earn because
tion of the Environmental Pro- basic chemistry, biology, physgrams, he switches topics and ics, and calculus classes are not
accuses environmental students required.
of not possessing enough scienIn the future, faculty members
tific knowledge. In Mr. Evans'
own words, "I have interacted need to focus on their own curwith about 60 to 70 Environmen- ricula and their deficiencies intal Science students over the past stead of unjustly crusading to
four to five years. With a few no- improve another program's
table exceptions, most of them classes, especially ones in which
had very poor backgrounds in they should have no input in the
first place.
science and mathematics."
Perhaps Mr. Evans is using this
ToddKassner
assumed Information to rationaSenior Environmental Policy
lize the Geology Department's Major

Over break, I had the privilege
to travel through time in my very
own time machine. I visited past
presidents, saw famous battles
and had wild sex with a Pilgrim
named Wendy. Unfortunately, I
also saw the future. My first trip
into the future landed me at a
small business owned by a Blalr
Smith in the year 2043. He was in
a meeting with a Government
Official after Interviewing
several prospective employees.
This is what transpired:
GO.: Well Mr. Smith, go ahead
and list your preferences.
B.S.: I was really impressed
with Ms. Blackwell.
GO: Well, she does give you one
female quota credit, which you
need five of, but she Is one half
French, and you're already 1 3/4
credits over as far as FrenchAmericans go. However, she is
1/2 German, but you're only
lacking 1/4 German credits, and
she would put you over the top.
Nate Einrich is only 1/4 German,
but ...
BS: - but he's a guy GO:-aMALE.
BS: - a male, excuse me, and
I'm five credits over.
GO: Too bad, considering his
size.

GO: The 20th century, Mr...
BS: Yeah, I guess I haven't met
GAFFNEY.
my quota on fat people yet.
GO: People back then hired and
GO: They are NOT fat. Mr.
Smith! They are gravltatlonally fired people on gross subjective
criteria like skill, talent, personal
challenged individuals.
BS :But he weighs 500 pounds! appearance, experience and, of
course*, the ever-ambiguous 'ability to work with people' - all unfair, biased criteria.
AND WHAT ARE PEOPLE
HIRED ON TODAY?
GO: Well, it turned out there
was a lot of discrimination. For
example, economicallydisadvantaged, verticallychallenged, French-ItalianGO: Then he is an exceptionally Korean males from single parent
gravltatlonally challenged indi- homes that had spent time in jail
vidual. Mother Earth is just hug- were heavily discriminated
ging him a little tighter than oth- against in entry-level accounting
ers, because she cares about all jobs in the Midwest
YOU'RE ©?&$#• ME. WHEN
her children.
BS: Well, I guess I'll stick with DID ALL THIS HAPPEN?
BS: Well, the quota system was
the ladies-GO: FEMALES, Mr. Smith. made manditory shortly after
Ladies implies that you think they let women in the NFL CHICKS PLAYING FOOTsome are better than others BALL?! WHEN DID THIS HAPBS: - cuz they are!
GO: According to whose PEN?
BS: Right after the Supreme
twisted worldview? You're a
throwback to the 20th century, Court decision, Faulkner vs. The
NFL
Mr.~
SHANNON FAULKNER?!
WHOA WHOA WHOA!
BS: Yeah. Then the entire NFL
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE
went on a quota system where
20th CENTURY!

Gaffney

the team had to be representative
of the area from which they
came. For example, the average
age of a Miami Dolphin had to be
S3, 10 of the players had to be
CubanWHAT EVER HAPPENED TO
GETTING THE BEST PLAYER
A TEAM COULD AFFORD, REGARDLESS OF THEIR AGE OR
SEX OR ETHNIC BACKGROUND?
GO: Because, Mr. Gaffney,
"excellence" was a vague term
that employers were using to
cover their own discriminatory
procedures. The NBA discriminated heavily against Americans
of Asian decent, and was biased
toward African Americans.
BUT THEY KICKED BUTT!
GO: But it was unfair! They
wouldn't let blind people in NASCAR high school dropouts into
Yale, ugly people on BAYWATCHWE'VE GONE TO HELL IN A
HANDBASKET, HAVENT WE?
BS: That's what my Uncle Din
o's always saying.
THEY MESSED WITH BAYWATCH? UNCLE DINO'S
RIGHT, KID.
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Tibet independence should be supported
Over the weekend of Oct. 27-29
a group of about 80 students
and activists from across the
country held a conference at
Oberlin College In Ohio to organize a national agenda for the
newly formed Students for a
Free Tibet. The author was in attendance, as one of the few students not representing a campus
chapter of Students for a Free
Tibet (SFFT), a coalition of student groups organized through a
national office.
MTV News focused its coverage of the conference on the participation of Adam Yauch of the
Beastle Boys. The performers
fund the Mllarepa Foundation,
which runs a national campaign
to educate Americans about the
situation in Tibet. Adam's attendance was a good example of
the wide range of backgrounds
represented by the students and
professional activists present.
Talks were presented by Takster
Rinpoche, the brother of the Dalai Lama, a group of young Tibetan-Americans, and several veterans of risky clandestine trips
into tlbet to document activities
of the Chinese military and
police.
The idea of a national student
movement to support human
rights In Tibet, and ultimately,
Tibetan Independence from
China, got started a year ago. The
idea has exploded into an array
of national campaigns, driven by
the energy of the students and
others who have come into direct
contact with the horror of

Chinese rule of Tibet, and the
rich rewards of Tibetan philosophy and religion.
Over the coming year the country and the world can look forward to hearing from SFFT as we
Implement a media-intensive
national campaign. In preparation is a major divestment and
boycott campaign to draw attention to the Chinese military's exportation of prison labor and its
use of the resulting profits to
finance what is already the
world's largest military. We will
be Involved In organizing a
30-day march from New York
City to Washington, D.C., partdistance marchers will accompany a core group of TibetanAmericans going the entire distance.
Why all the concern about
Tibet? First, some facts:
■Since the beginning of the
Chinese Invasion In 1949, over
one million Tibetans have died as
a result of starvation, death in
"reform through labor" camps
and in the extermination of the
civilian base of guerrilla resistance to the invasion.
■The number of Tibetan* in
the world In 1949 was seven million, and in 40 years has at beat
estimate returned to that number.
■Despite consistent statemenu to the contrary, China enforces with brutal efficiency its
one-child policy in Tibet.
■The most popular methods of
birth control (as documented by
Blake Kerr, an American doctor

oiiveci
who conducted extensive interviews with medical personnel in
Tibet) are abortion injections up
to the eighth month of pregnancy, resulting in stillbirth, and
forced sterilization of Tibetan
women.
■In order to save time (and
government money), tubal litigation operations are often performed without anesthetic and
certainly without follow-up antibiotics.
■Tibetan language, which Is
very much different from
Chinese, is not taught to Tibetan
students In their own country.
The U.N. resolution on the
crime of genocide (Res. 260 of 9
Dec. 1948) states that it consists
of "acts committed with the Intent to destroy. In whole or in
part, a national, ethnical (sic), racial, or religious group, as such".
The crime of the Chinese
government in Tibet amounts to
genocide in its strict definition.
The suppression of Tibetan religion and political aspirations
for democratic self-government
is carried out to make possible
the extraction of natural resources of Tibet (lumber, uranium,
eta) and, more Importantly, the
resettlement what is now perhaps several million people from

China onto Tibetan land. The
Chinese seek the removal of
Tibetans as obstacles to the utilization of their land for the service of another country and people: China. This is the essence of
the economic and cultural marglnalizaton of Tibetans in Tibet.
This is why Tibetans are not educated like ethnic Chinese in
Tibet, and why Tibetans cannot
get jobs while Chinese pour into
Tibet with government incentives to start their own businesses.
What action can we expect
from the world communly and
United Nations when a member
nation is discovered to be implementing a policy of genocide
against a national, ethnic, racial
and religious group?
Why is Students for a Free
Tibet important? The Oberlin
conference saw the expression of
an inspiring realism about the
nightmare of Chinese rule of
Tibet, a 40-year occupation that
could reasonably be termed a holocaust, and the possiblities for
the ending of this occupation.
China is a potentially aggressive
nue'ear power. If the military
and government of China learn
that they will not get away with
their 40-year rape of Tibet, all of
us, from the citizens of China to
the citizens of the United States,
will be safer.
Michael Doliveck, a University
graduate student, is a guest columnist /or The News.
He can be contacted at
mikedObgnet.bgsu.edu.
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GOP asks
for extra
day from
networks
Scott Williams
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - ABC has
refused Bob Dole and Newt
Gingrich's unprecedented
request to respond to
President Clinton's State of
the Union speech in prime
time - on the following
night
"We feel strongly that
our audience is best served
by hearing the Republicans'
response to the address
immediately following the
State of the Union as has
always been the practice,"
said ABC spokeswoman
Eileen Murphy.
Other networks have
deferred their decisions,
but ABC's move could make
it easier for them to deny
the request.
"We're going to rethink it
and decide on Monday,"
said Lane Venardos, CBS'
vice president for hard
news and special events.
NBC and Fox news executives also would mull the
request over the weekend.
The GOPa request Friday for a 9 pjn. EST
Wednesday time slot came
by letter from Dole, the
Senate Majority Leader,
and House Speaker Gingrich to news executives
at ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN,
PBS and the Fox Broadcasting Co.
Except for PBS, all had
planned live coverage of
Clinton's speech and the
Republican response
which, traditionally, immediately follows it Cable's
C-SPAN and Comedy Central also planned live
coverage.
"Allowing 24 hours to
pass between the President's address and the Republican response will enable us to best contribute to
the national dialogue, and to
most appropriately respond
to the President's message," the letter said.
"We also assure you that
the Republican presentation will not be of undue
length," it said.
It was up to Dole, the
leading candidate for the
Republican presidential
nomination, to choose who
will make the formal response, and GOP officials
said Friday that Dole was
likely to select himself.
Dole's office and the
White House did not answer
requests for comment.
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Flooding from snow causes evacuations
Roger Petterson
The Associated Press
Thousands of people were
moved to high ground for much
of Saturday at Wllkes-Barre, Pa.,
and hundreds more were urged
to get out of communities on the
Delaware and Ohio rivers to escape devastating flooding.
"We are bracing for a very
dangerous weekend," said John
Comey, spokesman for the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency.
Close to three dozen deaths
were blamed on the combination
of cold, blizzard conditions and
flooding since midweek from the
Plains to the East Coast Five
people were missing.
Hundreds of roads and bridges
were closed by high water, along
with some water and sewage
plants. Barges and pleasure
boats broke from their moorings
and drifted on the Ohio River and
Its upper tributaries.
In TompMns, NY., about 120
miles northwest of New York
City, five family members died
after a roadway collapsed on Friday night, sending four cars
tumbling into a rain-swollen reservoir.
A sixth person, not related to
the family, was missing late Saturday. Three other people were
rescued. State police said it appeared heavy flooding washed
out a culvert under the road,
causing it to topple.
.Pennsylvania Gov. Tom
Ridge's family fled the Governor's Mansion in Harrlsburg
when water surrounded the
home. Other evacuations were
underway in the city Saturday
evening.

In Trenton, NJ., the recently
renovated Stat chouse annex and
its parking garage were flooded
by waters overflowing from the
Delaware River. The annex
houses the Statehouse bill room
and the Office of Legislative
Services Library. It was not immediately known if any documents were damaged.
A burst of record warmth that
contributed to the rapid snow
melt and flooding in the East was
squeezed off the continent by
arctic temperatures.
At the heart or the frigid air
mass, Saturday morning temperatures shocked even northern
Minnesota, failing to 57 below
zero at Tower and Embarrass. International Falls, which prides itself on its bitter weather, postponed some of its weekend Icebox Days festival events because
of the cold.
Fearful of a repeat of deadly
1972 floods, officials in Pennsylvania ordered the relocation of
more than 100,000 people from
flood-plain areas of Wllkes-Barre
and surrounding communities.
Buses, ambulances, trucks and
vans were used to carry residents to Red Cross shelters In
schools and town halls, said
Luzerae County emergency official Al Bardar.
Wllkes-Barre residents were
given the all-clear to return home
about 10 hours later, after the
Susquehanna River crested
about 1.5 feet below flood stage.
Pennsylvania State Police and
the National Guard were still
operating under an emergency
declaration Issued Jan. 7, when a
blizzard stopped the region in its
tracks and piled up much of the
snow that melted into this week-

end's floods. Roughly 1,000 guard
soldiers were on flood duty.
In south-central Pennsylvania,
operating power at the Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station
was reduced in case a quick
shutdown becomes necessary, a
spokesman said.
About 400 families were evacuated overnight from Port Jervis. N.Y., as the Delaware and

Neversink rivers rose out of laware along the New Jersey
their banks near the point where shore, hundreds of people were
New Jersey, New York and evacuated in Warren County
Pennsylvania meet, 60 miles after an ice dam broke and
north-northwest of New York released an 8-foot surge of water,
City.
authorities said.
Some 1.500 were evacuated
elsewhere in upstate New York
"On the road along the river,
along the Conhocton and Can- cars are under water," said Bob
isteo rivers.
DeGraf f, Warren County emerAnd downstream on the De- gency management coordinator.

Shuttle lands safely in dark

Preferred Properties

Endeavour's nine-day mission brings back Japanese satellite

530 S. Maple - Rental Office

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - Space shuttle Endeavour and Its
crew glided to a rare but safe
landing in darkness Saturday,
bringing back a Japanese science
satellite that had been in orbit
nearly one year.
Commander Brian Duffy piloted Endeavour to a smooth 2:42
am. touchdown on a floodlit
runway at Kennedy Space
Center. The descending shuttle
was a ghostly white against the
black sky in infrared camera
views.
"Great to be back," Duffy said.
It was only the eighth time in
74 missions that NASA shuttles
landed in the dark. The mlddleof-the-night landing was dictated
by the course the shuttle had to
follow in chasing down the
Japanese satellite.
Endeavour logged 3.7 million
miles during the busy nine-day
flight, spent fetching satellites
and walking In space. Besides the
Japanese satellite, the shuttle
held a NASA probe that the six
astronauts released and retrieved two days later.
"You did a great Job of getting

us started in 1996," Mission Control told the crew.
About SO Japanese space representatives gathered at the
landing strip to welcome back
Endeavour and crew. In particular Japanese astronaut Koichi
Wakata.
Capturing the Japanese satellite and its astronomical, newt
and crystal experiments was the
No. 1 priority for Endeavour's
U.S.-Japanese crew. The
Japanese space program paid
NASA about $65 million for
pickup and delivery.
The satellite is missing its two
fold-down solar panels. They had
to be cut loose by ground controllers last week after failing to
latch into place.
Crew members also took two
space walks, on Monday and
Wednesday. Leroy Chiao, Dr.
Daniel Barry and Winston Scott

Announces
Apartments for Fall '96

352-0717

Construction of the international space station is supposed
to begin In 1997 and take five
years. NASA plans practice
spacewalks on three more shuttle
missions, the next one this
spring.
"This mission contributed significantly to moving in the right
direction," shuttle program
manager Tommy Holloway said.

352-9378
Leasing Summer & Fall
Fox Run

Mini Mall

Haven House Manor

Small Buildings

Piedmont

Frontier Housing

Birchwood Place

Houses

See you at Housing Fair!

Overall, Holloway said he was
pleased with how well the mission went "in spite of a threeweek [government] furlough and
a threat of closing our shuttle
program down for lack of budget"
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BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!!

gave mostly favorable reviews to
the heated spacesuits and
station-building tools and techniques they tested for a total of
13 hours in the frigid void.
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
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Three men row down Main Street in Plymouth, Penn., Jan. 20. Flooding rivers caused thousands to be
evacuated from the Wyoming Valley area.
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WAITSTAFF/ HOST
DISHWASHERS
PREP COOKS
CHAR-BROILERS
BARTENDERS
LINE COOKS

a 16 oz. barrel of DLLR ...

$4.69 WHAT A DEAL!

Applications are how being taken at:
5640 Airport Highway
Toledo, OH
(Airport Highway at 475)
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J»l-Good Monday -Thursday 4ftl- !
*gr' 3:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
*S5» ■
1902 Front St. at Consaul«691 -6054
5827 Monroe St. in Sylvania»885-4500 I
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Daniels dazzles, Falcons edge UT
Junior guard scores 29,
including game-winner
Scott Brown
The BG News
Just about the only thing Antonio Daniels didn't do Saturday
night against Toledo was walk on
water.
One gets the feeling, though,
that If needed, he would have.
The junior guard scored Bowling Green's final 11 points, including the game-winner with 6.5
seconds to go, as the Falcons held
on to capture a 76-75 heartstopper before a packed house of
4,699 at Anderson Arena.
Daniels finished the game with
a career-high 29 points, including
11 -of-14 from the field. His final
deuce came on a drive to the lane
over Toledo's Kevin Baker.
Craig Thames had a chance to
win it at the buzzer for the Rocketa, but his 13-footer would not
fall
"Jay [Larranaga] and Anthony
[Stacey] were coming off screens
and curling and curling, and we
actually ran the same play twice
in a row with the same result,"
Daniels said of his final shot.
"They were curling and looking
to shoot off screens and whether
they could or not, I saw my opportunity to make a move. I did,
and it was successful."
Larranaga had 22 points for the
Falcons and Stacey 18. Only four
Falcons scored In the game, with
center Jake Holmes chipping in
the other seven.
Thames led Toledo with 25

Duo
shuts
down
Thames

points, followed by 15 from
Casey Shaw.
Daniels' shot In the closing
seconds capped a see-saw battle
that saw Bowling Green control
most of the contest, only to have
Toledo make a gallant comeback.
The Falcons led by as many as 11
with 8:19 to go In the game, but
the Rockets rebounded and led
by three with 1:53 to go.
But the Falcons - most notably,
Daniels - would not be denied. A
baseline drive at the 1:36 mark
by Daniels got the Falcons back
within a point.
Then the Falcon defense (see
related story) stood tall by forcing a pair of poor shots wrapped
around a Toledo offensive rebound in the final minute. An offbalance shot by Baker would not
go, and then as the shot clock was
winding to zero, Thames bricked
a 3-point attempt from nearly 30
feet.
Larranaga rebounded for the
Falcons, who called time-out with
23 seconds and then went to
work. Daniels forced the issue,
passing' up Larranaga coming
open underneath to instead drive
himself for the leaner off glass.
"We didn't do a good Job of
executing in that particular situation," Toledo coach Larry Gipsonsaid.
The Falcons then closed
around Thames' final attempt,
and BG had one of Its most unbe-

Scott Brown
The BG News

See DANIELS, page five.

SMITE THE SAT,
LSAT, GMT,
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Bowling Green's Antonio Daniels posted a career best performance on Saturday, scoring 29 points - Including the Falcons' last 11 - on the way to a thrilling 75-74 win over Toledo. The Falcons stand 9-5
overall and 4-2 in the Mid-American Conference.
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Watermill
Express

We Care About
The Water
You Drink™
Try
WATERMILL
EXPRESS®
Located At:

989 S. Main
(Next to Pagliai's)
Bowling Green

1058 N. Main
(in front of
T.C.B.Y.)
Bowling Green
° Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System
° Tested By The State
° NAMA Approved
° Just 25c a Gallon
° Serviced Sanitized Daily
° Unique 8-Stage R.O. Purification Process
° Self-Serve: You Fill Your Own Clean Bottle
■' Open 24 Hours a Day
WATERMILL EXPRESS removes if present:
^Herbicides V Radon
VTHM's
V Algae
•>/Nitrates:
VRust
VPCB's
V Viruses
V Chemicals i Bacteria V Asbestos v Sodium
V Fertilizers \ Arsenic
V Sediment V Cysts
V InsectJcidesV DetergenlsV Lead
V Foul Odor
V Chlorine
V Mercury -I Spores V and Other
Impurities

WHERE IS YOUR HAT?
•

■

■

Start Spring Semester Off Right (Wing)!

College Republicans

Shop 1
Downtown

"The Best Party On Campus"
Tuesday's at 9:00 p.m., room 116 BA
It's Time to Get Involved!

They combined to play 77
minutes and score 51 points. Including 20 of Bowling Green's
final 22. They combined for six
steals, only four turnovers, and
were together 19-for-33 from the
floor.
All in a day's work for Falcon
guards Antonio Daniels and Jay
Larranaga.
Through injuries, foul trouble
and a thin bench, it was Daniels
and Larranaga, two Juniors, who
were counted on for Just about
everything down the stretch in
BG's captivating 76-75 win over
Toledo Saturday.
"Me and Jay really took it upon
ourselves to take the game over
in a roundabout sort of way,"
Daniels said of a second-half
stretch when forward Anthony
Stacey left after an Injury. "Jay
did a great Job during that
stretch, scoring like three or four
times in a row. I think that might
have been the key run of the
game."
But their offensive statistics
notwithstanding, perhaps the
pair's biggest contribution was
their defense down the stretch on
Toledo star Craig Thames. The
All MAC performer, averaging
21.1 points per game coming in,
ended up with 25 points but was
kept silent In the final crucial
minutes.
Daniels guarded Thames for
much of the game, but it was
Larranaga down the stretch who
came up with the key stops.
"Jay's defense on Thames In
the last three possessions ... was
huge," coach Jim Larranaga said
"We hadn't been stopping them.
The defense In those last three
possessions was critical."
It was Larranaga - with a little
help from Daniels - who kept
Thames from penetrating with
the Rockets still up one with 30
seconds to play. '""«i, the
Rocket star was forced to throw
up a 3-pointer from nearly 30
feet.
See DUO, page wven.
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TIA\OIC
•NOW RENTING*

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 19% and school yeai
I <)')() 1997.
2 bedroom, furnished <>i unfurnished, pas heal
and waicr included, air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt. 4, ».<;. Residenl Manager .»>2-4.»xo
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Bowl-n-Grecnery
Wings.
lots ol
THINGS!
inch complete salad bar and hot bar
and unlimited beverage
All Meal Cards Accepted!
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leers return from
key trip winless
whistle on one occasion.
During a Spartan power
play late In the first period
KALAMAZOO, Mich. -His Edwards lost sight of the puck
a bad sign when you score as In front of the Falcon net Acmany goals on yourself as you cordingly, he blew the play
dead because he could not see
do for yourself.
Friday Bowling Green goa- the puck. MSU forward Mark
lie Mike Savard's pass attempt Loedlng hacked the puck into
went In front of the Falcon the net after the whistle was
goal to Michigan State for- blown. Edwards reversed his
ward Tony Tuzzolino who call and allowed the goal to
scored the game winning goal count.
The story of the period, and
in the Spartans' 4-2 win. Saturday, Falcon Dale Crombeen eventually the entire weekre-directed a centering pass end, was missed opportunities.
by Western Michigan's BG had three breakaways and
Jeremy Brown into the BG net a two-on-one in the period but
for the first score in a Bronco were unable to break the game
open as Spartan goaltender
+Owin.
Despite having 48 shots on Chad Alban kept MSU in the
goal in the two games the Fal- game.
"You have to give a lot of
cons could only find the net
twice. In a weekend BG credit to Alban," said BG head
needed at least a split to stay coach Buddy Powers. "He
within striking distance of played a heck of a game. But
fourth place Lake Superior you cant expect to win when
you can't finish." Alban
State, they
received more praise from
were unable
Michigan State head coach
to earn any
Ron Mason. "You got to give
of the four
Chad Alban a great deal of
possible
credit," Mason said. "Because
points.
I think he made a ton of great
"This was
saves."
a disappointBG ran into another strong
ing weekgoaltender at Western Michiend. We
Alban gan. Freshman sensation
didn't
Mark Magllarditi stopped all
bounce back
tonight after last night's twenty of the Falcon shots to
game," said Falcon forward earn the shutout It was the
Curtis Fry after Saturday's first shutout of BG since MSU
game. "This was a big week- goaltender Mike Buzak blanked the Falcons two years ago.
end for us and we failed."
Bronco head coach BUI WilThe Falcons came out strong
against Michigan State and got kinson used his team's size
one of their two goals on the advantage to limit the open Ice
weekend half way through the for the smaller Falcon skaters.
first period. Brad Holzinger
"Buddy said after the game
scored on the power play from
Brett Punchard and Curtis Fry that it was like men playing
against boys out there," Wilat 1036.
The rest of the period was kinson said. "I told our formarred by an active whistle of wards to dump the puck as
referee John Edwards. Ed- much as possible to use their
wards called 11 penalties In size in the corner and start cythe period but defied his cling."

UT women get best of BG
Falcons provide scare,
but Rockets pull away

Pit Murphy
The BC News

Falcons befuddled
after pair of losses
Christian Pelusl
The BC News

KALAMAZOO, Mich - The
looks on the faces of the Falcons after their 4-0 loss to
Western Michigan revealed
more than any of their words
could.
Befuddlement, confusion
and frustration. They all could
be used as adjectives when attempting to describe the
weekend's performance.
But the key word In capsulizing the Falcons' weekend is
missed opportunities.
In BG's 4-2 defeat at Michigan State on Friday night, the
Falcons caught the Spartans
off-balance in the first period
with many quality scoring
chances.
BG came out flying with
three clear breakaways in the
first 10 minutes of the game
Right wing Mike Johnson was
sent in alone but MSU goaltender Chad Alban made a left
pad save. Johnson again found
himself one-on-one with Alban
but hit the post to Alban's left.
Center Dave Faulkner broke
behind the defense from a
Brad Holzinger headman pass

but was stopped again by Alban as Faulkner moved to the
backhand, trying to put the
puck between Alban's legs.
The first period was coming
to an end when Alban stopped
left wing Brett Punchard's
shot on a two-on-one.
The period ended tied 1-1 on
a controversial goal by MSU
left wing Mark Loedlng, who
shot the puck In after referee
John Edwards had clearly
blown the play dead because
he lost sight of the puck. But
the goal was allowed, embelematlc of the Falcons' fortunes not only in the first
period, but for the weekend.
At Western Michigan, the
story was much the same, although the Broncos' defense
decreased the number of quality Falcon chances.
Johnson and center Mike
Hall were unable to get a shot
on net against WMU goaltender Marc Magriaraditi on a
two-on-one. On a three-on-two
later In the first period, right
wing Dan Price fired wide and
was called for Interference
when he crashed Into MagSea BEFUDDLED, page tin.

Jeremy Yohe
Trie BC News

Tkc BG Newt/Steve Wlldman

Falcon Michelle Terry goes up for two against Toledo Saturday.

Starting next Monday
for only one week,Carl Wolf studios
will be open on campus taking
Senior portraits. Call now to schedule
your sitting. KEY yearbook office 28 West Hall
Only $6 sitting fee (Bursable).
Free small pizza to
first 200 students

O

tnmnwsrrvMnoN

Call:
372-8086

"For a while they [BG] had an
eight-point lead, and it didn't look
good," Ehlen said. "We were kind
of scrambling trying to figure
out what was going on, but I think
the sign of a good team Is that
they get their composure and get
back into the game." UTs point
guard, Heather Smith, orchestrated the run to perfection.
See WOMEN, page am

Puthoffs big second half not quite enough
Sieve Wlldman
The BC News

TOLEDO - Big players need to
step up in big games. Saturday,
the Rocket-Falcon rivalry saw
Bowling Green's big player, Sara
Puthoff do just that. But Puthoffs performance was not
enough as the Rockets downed
BG, 84-81. Puthoff was the leading scorer of the game with 26
points. She was 10- for-17 from
the floor. Her four treys kept her
in first place in the MidAmerican Conference in three-

point shooting.
It was Puthoffs three-pointer
with 1:28 left in the game that
brought the Falcons back within
three points of the Rockets,
77-80.
"I was feeling confident. I had
to take it and [it] did help turn the
game around," Puthoff said.
However, it wasn't an easy day
for Puthoff as she was held to six
first half points.
"I was struggling In the first
half, my shot wasnt falling,"
Puthoff said.
Puthoff said she gives all the

credit for her seoond-half play to
her teammates.
"At the half my teammates
kept telling me, 'shoot it, shoot It.'
They did a great job of setting
some screens and getting me the
ball, and I was able to hit the
shots," Puthoff said.
Puthoff wasnt alone in the
scoring department. Four other
Falcons - Charlotte Jones, Michelle Terry, and Chrissy Billiter
- also scored in double figures.
"Sara is a big gamer, my
players understand that, she understands that, but she not the

The Falcons' five starters Daniels, Larranaga, Stacey,
Holmes and Kirk Cowan - combined to play 185 minutes (93
percent) of the game.
"I think this team did a remarkable job this week with all
the distractions," Larranaga
said.
The Falcons scored the game's
first 10 points, only to see Toledo
fight back to take a 31-30 lead
late in the first half. BG rebounded, however, to take 37-34 halftime lead, and inched it back out
to 54-48 when a bizarre sequence
allowed Toledo back in it.
At the 11:30 mark, Stacey went
down after tumbling over Toledo's Matt Gladleux and left the
game. Then, at the 11:26 mark,
Shaw scored a bucket and drew
the foul from Ninkovic. The Falcon center then drew a technical
for spiking the ball The technical proved to be Ninkovic's fifth
foul, and he left the game.
Toledo was back within two
points after the foul shots, but
the Falcons came right back.
Larranaga scored nine of the
Falcons' next 11 points, and after
a Daniels' 3-pointer the lead was

68-57.
75-72. They would not score
"We just kept running the again.
same plays," Larranaga said. "I
think Antonio and I both became
The Rockets won the reboundmore aggressive at that point. We ing battle, 31-27, with Shaw
just wanted to focus on taking the grabbing eight. The teams comball to the basket."
bined for just 23 turnovers, with
BG committing only 10.
Toledo then went on a 15-4 run,
with Thames' 3-pointer at the
Stacey had a career-high five
1:53 mark giving the Rockets assists for the Falcons, who visit
their biggest lead of the game at Ball State Wednesday.

only player on the floor," BG
head coach Jaci Clark said. "I've
got four players playing consistent right now, and I need another two or three more to join
them."
Toledo was not able to shut
down the shooting of Puthoff.
The Rockets' coach was dumbfounded by Puthoffs performance. "Puthoff was putting them
in from her home town. What Is
that, Chlckasaw?" head coach
Mark Ehlen said. Puthoff hails
from Chlckasaw In Mercer
County, Ohio.

DANIELS
Continued from page four.

and Dayon Ninkovic (who made a
surprise return off an ankle Injury), after they each fouled out
by the game's final two minutes.
In addition, Stacey missed a few
crucial minutes down the stretch
after being Injured.
"The game tonight was a great
college basketball game," Falcon
coach Jim Larranaga said. "Both
teams played very hard and
played good defense and did a lot
of smart things. It seemed like it
was punch and counterpunch like
two heavyweight fighters looking for a weakness and trying to
exploit it."
"Antonio's ability to take the
ball to the goal was just really,
really aggressive. The last possession, again, I thought our defense was really, really good."
In addition to the foul trouble
and injuries, the Falcons were
still without guards DeMar
Moore and Shane Komlves. It
was announced after the game
that Moore will not play the rest
of the year, while Komi ves is still
In limbo (see Falcon Notes, page
7).

GIVE SMOKING
A KICK
IN IKE BUIf.

LAST CHANCE
For SENIOR PORTRAITS

TOLEDO - The Toledo Rockets
used a 12-0 run mid-way through
the second half to take the lead
from Bowling Green's womens
basketball team and collected an
84-81 Mid-American Coference
victory Saturday afternoon in
front of 4,201 at Savage Hall.
UT remains unbeaten in conference play at 6-0 (12-2 overall),
while BG slips to 3-3 in the MAC
(7-7cwerall).
The Falcons gave Toledo all
they could handle for much of the
game, holding the lead until the
seven minute mark of the second
half and then succumbed to the
Rockets' attack.
"I'd like to see the rest of the
league start playing well against
Toledo," said BG head coach Jaci
Clark. "Holding Toledo to 32 [in
the first half] Is pretty good for a
team that is averaging over
ninety a game.
"They made a final run, and we
made a couple of mistakes down
the end defensively, and we
couldn't respond offensively.
The Falcons' three-point loss is
the closest any MAC team has

been to touching the Rockets.
The closest previous game was
seven, while three others were'
beaten by 30 or more.
"I have to give BG credit because they took a lot of stuff
away from us," said first-year
Rocket head coach Mark Ehlen.
"Everything that we threw at BG
they were just laughing at us.
They Just took it to us inside and
outside.
"But to my team's credit we
made a run and played harder the
second half."
The run Ehlen refers to was the
difference in the game. After BG
used a 14-2 run of their own to
open up their largest lead of the
game at 63-55, UT proved why
they are unbeaten in the MAC.

Mellow Monday
Groove

R9

Ran Groove Night
Acid Jazz
Be-Bop
Trip-Hop
Music Drippings
|
And Droppings
Or
Whatever you bring in
Music for *• Musically Inclined 1

Zest - Crest - NyQuil - Folgers - Pampers - Cover Girl - Safeguard - Jiff

Pmcter&Gamble
at Computer Science Night
1

H&223.
PftGis,,,

Jan. 24 6:30 PM-9:00 PM
Grand Ballroom

Joil]f§.

The Procter & Gamble Company...
• Provides global information technology
solutions to over 90,000 employees in more
than 26 countries
• Headquartered in Cincinnati, OH
Check out these Cincinnati Web sites:
♦ Database Technologies
- http://www.cinci.com
♦ Telecommunications
- http://www.cincinnati.com

• Recruiting CS and MIS students
• Looking for '96 graduates (Spring,
Summer and Fall) and '96 summer interns
• Offering exciting opportunities in:
♦ Systems Analysis
♦ Analytics
♦ Marketing Analysis ♦ Statistics

i "America's Top 10 Most Admired Corporations" -• Fortune Magazine
i #1 Benefits Program of All Major U.S. Companies -- Money Magazine
i Top Ten Places to Work" - CompulerWorld Magazine
i "Opportunity 2000" Award Winner for Excellence In Diversity - U.S. Dept. of Labor
i "Best Corporations for Success Based on Merit Not Gender" - Sawy Magazine
i "100 Best Practlves Winner" - CIO Magazine
Come visit the P&G booth. Bring your resume. Shenon ft Nicole will answer your questions.

' traonO «u _ itsfuraao - vnatf - sorpm XBR - AKMI - raarfatjj - moqj
)
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Bourque's late goal keys Eastern victory
Defenseman will remember
All-Star score for a long time
Jimmy Golen
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Imagine what Ray
Bourque, who has never won a
Stanley Cup, must have felt like
when Wayne Gretzky, who has
won four, complained that the
Kings weren't doing enough to
get him another.
The 35-year-old defenseman
knows these Bruins aren't likely
to compete for the title any time
soon, either. And as his age
grows so does the likelihood that
he will never carry the Stanley
Cup around the Ice.
And that makes what happened
In Saturday night's NHL All-Star
Game all the more special.
"This will be the one, I'm sure,
I'll remember forever," he said
after scoring the winning goal
with 37 seconds left and earning
MVP honors in the Eastern Conference All-Star's 5-4 victory
over the West.
"Especially being here in Boston, winning at the end like that,
scoring the winning goal and just
having the crowd go crazy,"
Bourque said. "It's been a great
relationship for 17 years. To have
it happen here, it's extra special,
I've got to say."
It was an exciting end to an
otherwise drab game in which
the only buzz was about the Fox
network's SuperPuck, a computer-enhanced puck designed to
help TV viewers see what was going on.
The jittery blue dot that followed the puck, along with the
red streak that appeared during a
slapshot, may or may not be the
secret to attracting new fans. But
reviews from long-standing
hockey fans were mostly negative.
All in all, though, it was better
than last year, the 1995 Ail-Star
Game was canceled because of
the owners' lockout. Early in Sat-

"This will be the one,
I'm sure, I'll
rememberforever."
Ray Bourque
Boston defenseman

urday night's game, there was
even some good goaltending, a
rarity in the high-scoring showcase.
"This type of game probably
doesn't show how good Ray is,"
Bruins teammate and fellow allstar Cam Neely said. "He's so solid. He can come up with the big
play and he's done it time and
time again."
Even so, this hasn't been the
best year for Bourque Although
his numbers -14 goals and 29 assists - are solid as ever, the
Bruins have been mired at or below .500 most of the season.
Neely was benched for a game,
a coaching decision that threatened to tear the team apart. And
In the skills competition, Bourque's showcase in years past, he
had a disappointing showing.
The five-time Norris Trophy
The Associated Preea/Ellee Ameadela
winner confessed to being nerEd Belfour (30) blocks a shot by the Eastern Conference's Mario Lemleux during Saturday night's NHL All Star game.
vous going into the All-Star
Game, saying he didn't want to
embarrass himself.
He didn't.
con head coach Buddy Powers of seemed we had to beat all eight dominated the game from start to
After Felix Potvin saved Pat Continued from page five.
the defeat at Michigan State. guys tonight [players and offi- finish."
Verbeek's shot from the left
"Three breakaways in the first cials]," Faulkner said.
circle, the puck skittered to the
llarditi after the shot.
Falcon Notes
other side, where Bourque was
And as in the game the night period. When you're playing on
In Kalamazoo, Powers directed
racing in. He fired a 15-foot before, a gift goal hurt the Fal- the road and you're getting those
■After throwing a WMU record 52
backhander over Potvin's left cons. WMU center Jeremy opportunities and you don't fin- most of his thoughts to the effort
shots at ttie Broncos in their first meetshoulder.
Brown circled out from behind ish ... We had opportunities to put forth by the Broncos and ing, the Falcons wars held to just 22 in
the net and his centering pass de- shoot the puck in the net, and we head coach Bill Wilkinson.
the dslsat, highlighting Wilkinson's aim
Bourque raised his arms to the flected off Falcon right wing didnt."
to limit BG's shots and grind more in
"They
limited
our
Grade-A
opair, the crowd roared and his Dale Crombeen's stick and
BG's defensive zone.
It was difficult for the Falcons portunities in every single period
Eastern Conference teammates through goaltender Mike Sa■The Bronco's swept the season seto put the first period behind and kept us away from the net ries 3-0. and the Spartan* evened their
surrounded him. What's surpris- vant's legs.
"The story of the game was them in light of the questionable and scoring area. I felt they just season series at 1 -1 with the Falcons.
ing, though, was the reaction of
missed opportunities," said Fal- ref ereeing and blown chances.
the Western squad.
MICHIGAN ST ATE 4
WESTERN MICHIGAN 4
Said Crombeen: "You know you
BOWLING GREEN 2
BOWLING GREEN 0
should be winning 1-0 and you
Score by Periods:
want to say 'Forget it,' you want Scor e by Periods:

BEFUDDLED

to play on, you want to move past
it, but it's still in the back of your
head that you got one taken away
from you."
af

LOOKING TO MOVE
OFF CAMPUS
NEXT YEAR?

"If we would have capitalized
on our chances at the beginning
of the game, we would have been
up five- or six-nothing, but we
missed our breakaways ... got
into some penalties, and it

THEN JOIN US FOR THE 12TH ANNUAL

Meet: Landlords, City Officials, and
University Officials.

* PRICE LIST OF AVAILABLE
APARTMENTS WILL BE
PROVIDED

BOWLING GREEN
W. MICHIGAN

0 0
12

0-0
1-4

SCORING SUMMAR V
First Period
WM - Brown (18) - (Cardwell) 16:44
Second Period
WM-Zovock (8)-(Miller. Collard) 13:01
WM - Magers (II) - (Brown,Cardwell)
17:16
Third Period
WM - Cardwell (15) - (Collard. Rucinski)
4:04
SAVES
BG - Savard 18-22. WM - Magliarditi 2020.

BG VS. MIAMI
FRIDAY 7:00 P.M.'
BG VS. MICHIGAN
SATURDAY 7:00 P.M:

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
FAIR
]
Tuesday, January 23,1996
3-6 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

BOWLING GREEN
110-2
MICHIGAN STATE
13 0-4
SCORING SUMMAR Y
Pint Period
BG - Holiinger (4) - (Punchaid. Fry) 10:36
PPG
MS - Loeding (4) - (Crane. Keyes) 18:01
Second Period
MS -- Walt (10) - (T. Clarke. A. Carter) 3:25
PPG
BO - Ackerman (3) - (M. Johnson. I. Clark)
9:28
MS -- Tuzzolino (9) - (unassisted) 12:52
MS - T. Clarke (8) - (Ferranti. Bogas) 13:02
SAVES
BG - Savard 20-24. WMU - Alban 26-28.

\TII:MIO\ STUDENTS.I >i

i. K ) AX I;XIM;< TEI > SELI.< M T AT SATIKI UVS
itt./r.MC.AMi;. s'lnmxTS wisiiixc. TO.Y.TKXI)
I Hi: (.AMI-; ARK I'RfiEDTO PICK IT A TICKET
XOWATTIIE MEMORIAL I LUX TICKET OFFICE.

Tuesday Night

BGSL ASSESSMENT FAIR
Posters * Displays * Demonstrations

Sponsored by Off Campus
Housing. For more info.
call: 372-2458.

Browse from 7:00 to 9:00 pm
Tuesday, January 23
101 Olscamp Hall
Remarks by President Ribeau at 7:20
Talk with colleagues about Assessment in progress at BG
Open to all faculty, staff, and students

Coffee * Desserts * Door Prizes
Sponsored by the Office of Academic Affairs and the Student Achievement Assessment Committee
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The BG News

Gymnasts split first weekend
Pamela Santangelo
The BC News
The Bowling Green gymnastics team defeated Indiana
University of Pennsylvania
and Wisconsin Oshkosh to capture their first win of the
season on Sunday. The victory
was a great motivation to the
team after their loss to Kent
State University on Friday.
Coach Simpson said that both
he and the team knew that
weekend would be a rough one.
Within 48 hours, the team had
to compete against three difficult opponents. Not only did
the team need to get psyched
about their match with Kent,
they then had to get re-psyched
about their match on Sunday.
On Friday, Bowling Green
finished with an all-around
point total of 184.275, only
4.200 points behind Kent The
team's score is the highest
start score In the history of
Bowling Green. The high point
of Friday's match was the balance beam competition.
"We put the pressure on
Kent with our beam set, and we
won," coach Simpson said.
Kelly McClelland led Bowling Green, finishing second
overall, in the beam competition with a score of 9.550. Nikki
Riggs finished third overall
with a score of 9.47S. In the
vault competition, Jackie Haft
led Bowling Green with a score
of 9.600. She finished second
overall, the only Bowling
Green athlete to finish in the
top five.
Bowling Green had two top

personal record score of 9.100.
Nikki Riggs finished second
with a score of 8.50 which was
also a personal record. Karen
Jordan, with a score of 8.500,
finished fourth.
In the floor exercises, four of
the six athletes competing
placed in the top five. Kim
Pope led all athletes with a
score of 9.450. Erin Klingenberg followed with a personal
record score of 9.350. Karen
Jordan and Alice Kruk were
fourth and fifth respectively
with scores of 9.275 and 9.175.
Melissa Hunt set a personal
record capturing the balance
beam competition with a score
of 9.425. Heather Ferguson
also set a person record placing fourth with a score of 9.325.
The all-around competition's,
top two athletes only differed
The BG NewsJJea Res back
by .025 points.
Kelley McClelland's performance on the beam was Just one of many
Alice Kruk captured the allgood showings by the Bowling Green gymnastics team this weekend.
around with a score of 36.450.
Karen Jordan finished third
five finishers In the uneven
captured the top three posiwith a score of 36.200.
parallel bars event. Karen Jortions. Jackie Haft led the event
Kruk, a sophomore, said that
dan and Kelly McClelland tied
with a score of 9.625. Karen
she was very surprised to win
for fourth and fifth place overJordan and Kelly McCelland
the all-around. She said in orall with scores of 9.175.
set personal records with
der to win and be successful,
Kim Pope captured the floor
scores of 9.375 and 9.350, rediscipline and time manageexercise placing first overall
spectively.
ment are the key elements. Aswith a personal record score of
The uneven parallel bars
sistant coach Kim Glandorff
9.475. Karen Jordan also finwere the problem spot for the
said that overall she was very
ished in the top five with a perteam on Sunday. There were
pleased with the team's first
sonal record score of 9.425.
missed grabs, missed turns,
weekend. Simpson said he is
On Sunday, Bowling Green
and a fall which injured gymhappy with the way his team
won with a team score of
nast Kelly McCelland. McCeldid, but they have things to
181.625, a team score lower
land did not return to the meet.
work on for next weekend's
than Friday's. Simpson said
Although the bars were
match at Ohio State.
Sunday's score is "not a very
Bowling Green's weakness, the
good score if the team is to
team did capture three of the
"We need to get the bars
compete with teams like Kent."
top five spots In the event.
together," Simpson said. "We'On the vault. Bowling Green
Alice Kruk finished first with a
re not up to full strength."

WOMEN
baseline Jumper to put Toledo
back up by four. A missed 3-pointer by freshman Chrissy BUllter

Continued from page five.

Smith dished out 10 of her gamehigh 16 assists In the second half
and also scored 10 of her 12
Toledo 84, Bowling Green 81
points in the second half as well.
But It was the play inside BOWLING GREEN (7-7)
Andrews 1-S 0-4 3. Jones 6-12 3-7 15, Tsfry
where Toledo exploded on the
4-10 6-9 14. Billiter 7-16 2-4 17, Putholl 10-17
BG defense. Freshman center 2-4 28, Belcher 2-50-14, Gaftord 0-0 0 0 0, Day
Kim Knuth only managed 4 1-3 0-2 2. Aurto-OO^O. Totals 31-71 14-2881.
points In the first, but played big TOLEDO(12-2)
Olson 8-14 5-8 17, Cresghlon 4-8 4-5 12,
the second scoring 15, hitting six DAngelo
3-8 0-0 8, Smilh 5-11 2-2 12, Knuth
of her eight attempts. She also 8-9 3-5 19. Drake 8-12 0-3 17, Favrt 0-0O0 0,
had eight boards. Angela Drake Plokenpaugh 0-7 1-2 1, Wagnar 0-1 0-0 0. To34-6818-23 84.
added 17 points from the forward olsHalftims
- Bowling Graan 34-32. 3 Point**! slot for UT.
Bowling Graan 5-17 (Pmhofl 4-8, Biliiar 1-5,
"Kim Knuth came up big for Andraws 0-4), Toledo 0-2 (Smith 0-2). Reus," Ehlen said. "We tried to iso- bounds - Bowling Graan 44 (Jones 16), Toledo
(Creighton 8). Assists - Toledo 26 (Smith
late her a few times and she 42
16), Bowling Green 17 (Andrews 6). Tom Fouls
came through for us making •- Bowling Green 21. Toledo 21. A - 4,201.
some gutsy plays for a freshman."
coupon
Before UT turned the game
Any Large 1 item
around, BG was able to execute
fairly well on offense.
Stuffed Crust Pizza
Sophomore Sara Puthoff hit
with mozzarella cheese
eight of nine field goal attempts
en route to her 20 points In the
LABOC
second half and 26 for the game
SIZE ONLY
^a? with coupon *
Puthoff came up huge for BG,
Additional
Items $1 i
hitting four 3-point shots. Her
last one brought BG to within
three, 80-77, with Just under 1 JO
remaining.
203 N. Main, BG
Coupon sup. 2/29/86 I
A Charlotta Jones foul shot
with a minute to go made It 80-78,
FREE DELIVERY aWgi
but Drake grabbed an offensive I
352-5166
3C
J
rebound and hit an eight foot

$050

fab Ziggy card when you buy any
Hallmark\alentines Day card

w

(H*

«HA

//*0^'Ziggy*car<l when you buy any
Hallmark Valentine's Day card.
Oiler vaHd January 21 - February 8. 1998

Packages plus

Cards and Giftstuid more
m<
111 Railroad BG

352-1693

VlM only on &My* by HiHrxit m Hoch II bmt ol rejeseson
Mat NepW last Ore psr oetorrer p« mlt Ti> not WHOM.
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And Larranaga and Daniels
were each among the crowd the
converged on Thames on the
final, futile 13-footer that missed
at the buzzer.
"Cralg showed going Into the
last couple possessions that if he
has the ball, he's probably going
to score or get fouled or give
somebody a score because he's
such a great player," Larranaga
said. "I Just tried to keep the ball
out of his hands. I was Just denying him and make somebody else
take the last shot or make him
take a shot he didn't want."
Larranaga and Daniels' impact
was not lost on Toledo coach
Larry Glpson.
"I think they are very good
players," Glpson said. "It's difficult for us to guard them. That's
a pretty good backcourt, and they
can dominate play ... especially
on their home court.
"We never really got Antonio
or Larranaga corralled."
Daniels took the last shot for
the Falcons for the game-winner,
but wasn't sure how to react.
"This is a huge game," Daniels
said. "The gym is packed, everything. Once I had hit that shot, I
really didn't know what to do."
Daniels was mobbed by his
teammates following the shot.
And then after Toledo missed on
its chance to win, Daniels was
mobbed again.
The Falcon point guard, whose
29 points were a career-high,
pointed to last Wednesday's
tough loss to Eastern Michigan
(77-58) as a learning experience
on the way to this win.
"We went to Eastern Michigan,
[and] a big problem we had over
there was we weren't really aggressive In going to the basket,"
Daniels said. "We really shot a lot
of perimeter shots and shied
away from the bucket a lot."
'Today, we really attacked the
bucket. Jay, Anthony and Jake
played really aggressively going
to the basket. If you go to the
bucket, you get fouled or you
score or get somebody else an
opportunity. I think we did a good
Job of that"

Falcon Notes
■ Coach Larranaga announced following the gam* that DeMar Moor*,
who had missed tha Eattam Michigan
gam* bacausa ol a lack of academic
certification, will not play tha mat of tha
season.
"It is our understanding right now that
DeMar Moore will not be eligible second semester," Larranaga said. "He's
very disappointed, and the team is disappointed but hopefully he'll have
learned a lesson from this. He's a great
kid. I feel bad for him and his family and
his teammates."
Moore is academically ineligible by
NCAA standards.
The fate of senior Shane Komives
remains in question, however. Larranaga could not speculate on a timetable
to learn of Komives' status. He did not
play against Toledo, but both he and
Moore were in streetclothes on the Falcon bench.
■ Dayon Ninkovic made a surprise
return to the Falcon lineup after severely spraining his ankle two weeks ago.
The BG coaches had been saying it
could be early-February before the
sophomore could return.
Ninkovic's impact was limited,
however. He played only seven
minutes, and fouled out after drawing a
technical for spiking the ball after being
called for another foul with 1126 to
play. He was held scoreless with only
one rebound.
■ Next Saturday's game at home
against Akron, originally slated for a
1:30 p.m. start, has been moved to 2
p.m. to accomodate WTOL-TV Channel 11 in Toledo, which will broadcast
the game live.

Bowling Green 76, Toledo 75
TOLEDO (10-7)
BeKer 4-8 2-2 10. Fedek 0-2 4-4 4. Slvsw S-10
5-7 15. tOier 2-4 0-0 S. Thames s-is 6-7 25.
Krahukk 3 5 0-0 9. Gladwux 1-3 0-0 3. Howard
1-3 1-4 3. Slzemore 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 24-53
1S-24 7S.
BOWLING OREEN (9-5)
Cowan 0-1 0-0 0. Stacey 5-12 81218. Holmes 3-3 1-2 7. Daniels 11-14 5-7 29. Larrenege
8-19 3-8 22. Mnkovc 0 0 0 0 0. Chambers 0-0
r>0 0. Wlsensoldner 0-0 0-0 0. Rouwhorst 0-0
0-0 0. Totals 27-4917-27 76.
Kaihime -• Bowling Green 37, Toledo 34.
3-potnt goals -- Toledo 9-16 (Thames 3a. Krahusk 3-5. Kizer 2-3. Glade 1-2), Bowling Green
S-13 (Larranaga 3-11. Denials 2-2). Fouled out
- Baker. Holmes, Nnkovic. Rebounds - Toledo
31 (Shaw 8). Bowling Green 27 (Stacey 6). Assists -- Toledo 13 (Thames 4). Bowling Green 6
(Stacey 5). Total louts -• Toledo 20. Bowling
Green 21. Technical-Nmkovic A -4.699

Study Hard
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Everyone loves lighthearted. big-hearted Ziggy?
He's a hug just waiting to happen.
And now there's Ziggy by
Hallmark! You'll find
Ziggy cards for all
occasions, expressing a
variety of gentle,
amusing thoughts just
perfect for sharing.
Bring in the certificate
below to get your
free Ziggy card!

with :30 remaining slammed the cording a game high 16 boards.
door for any more comebacks Billiter provided another scoring
"This loss is real tough," Puthoff tlireat for Clark adding 17 points,
said. "We can play with anybody, six rebounds and five assists.
The first half was a tightly conwe Just need to set our minds to it
and execute down to the last sec- tested battle throughout
With the use of a 3-pointer
ond to win the big games." "It
was a game of spurts, and they from Billiter, the Falcons built an
had a longer one than we did in early 12-4 lead which was capped
the middle of the game," Clark off by a Puthoff bomb from
downtown.
said.
Junior center Michelle Terry
Jones scored 15 points and did
yeoman work on the glass re- chipped in with 14.

DUO
Continued from page four.
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lynch Savors

10 GBBAT LUNCHES $3.99 AND UNDER
Available Monday thru Friday until 4 p.m.

ca®Gaas7u7(ia pawsaotfas
A Lunchlime Portion of Our Dinnertime Favorites
1. Beef Tips « Nssalsi
Our LunoSSovor version. Tender chunk* of beef smothered in a hearty brown gravy.
Served on wide egg noodles wHh dinner rol». - $3.89
a. CMckaa Vegetable, p.sta
A blend ol mixed vegetable, and lettuce in. wen Alfredo sauoe topped with two
marinated grilled chicken strips ond Parmesan cheese.
Served with grilled gorlic toast. - $3.99.
3. lousier Cklcfeee. Strips « Fries
Three plump strips of chicken breast breaded and fried golden brown. Served with our
delicious barbecue sauce and fries. - $3.79
• Add a side ulad or coleslaw for an additional S1.00.

On&SSQQ 8ZJ\C0®\5!70@CQa8
Classic LunchHme Favorites
4. D.ut.1. Decker emsl Fries
Our Double Decker Cheeseburger starts with 1 /3 pound of ground beef, cooked to
perfection. Two generous potties, cheese, tomato, and Bob Evans special sauce, served
with fries on the side. - $3.79
I. Chlckee. (selsMl taaiehsrleh * Fries
A generous helping of our delicious chicken salad wets ol white meal chunks served on
your choke of bread with lettuce and tomato. Served with fries. - $3.79
Carry Out

17S« I. Woo.t.r (Locai.d B.Mnef BP)

Available

352-21 93 M)

K

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH
DAYTONA BEACH
KEY WEST
STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
• PER PERSON DEPENDING ON DESTINATION / BREAK DATES / LENGTH OF STAY.

1-800-SUNCHASE

TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS
OR SURF OVER TO OUR WEB SITE AT:

http://www.simchase.com

Classifieds
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LOST & FOUND

CAMPUS EVENTS
'BGSEA'
We <MI be having ■ meeting
TueeaSy, Jan. 21 • t PM In 11f Educexten
We am looking lor people B III eome executive
positions: HulBcuaural Altai™ and Treaeuer-

Eled.

Reward
Batora Chrittmaa Break I lost a Pearl Ring
that a vary special lo ma. Tha ring was
moat likely toat around Rodgara. I will
pay Ihe perton who lound the nng a large
caeh reward My telephone • a 372-1252

■Ml the American Marts tag Association
Todayl Sign up betveen Wad Jan. 22 and
Frl. Fab. 2 trom 0 30am 10 1230pm
omada ol t* AM* showcase in the BA Bldg.
Don't mlu oul on [ha opportunity
olalifeamel

SERVICES OFFERED
Dry Cleaning a Tuxedo Rental
Collegiate Connection

352-6333.
APCS • Purcftailng Club APICS
Jomi Meeting
Tuat Jan. 23
BAIlJ©7:30pm
Saiva Hll. Hokory Farmi
Tba ABO ol MfVII ImplamaniaBon
Everyone It welcome
APCS - Putchaang Club - APICS

Qranta and Scholjrshlpe are available. BHHone ol dollara In financial aid. Qualify Immodlttofy. t-aOO-400-0209

PERSONALS
■Student Organization Preeidente'
Rememoer lo return your
Outatanding Senior Nomination Form
to fie MJeo Alumni Center by
5pm .Friday. January 26th

BG 24 NEWS Practice

Mrjn-Thurt 4:30-5:30
VVssiHalT.V.Sajdto
For mora into call:
O 352-6582 or Laura & 352-0818.
I In laarrang how 10 Bay ona tap
1 ol ale companion in your |Ob aearoh?
imarauad m FREE PIZZA Wad. Jan. 24 at
730pm in BA 1O077 Slay tuned tor funjier datai».

•SUMMER JOeSI'SUMMERJOBSr
Fr. So. & Jrt who ara NEW lo co-op:
CO-OPKCK-OFF
Frl. Jan. 26th. 3:30 PM. 1007 BA Bldg
Find a SUMMER JOB

Laam about Mortar Board, the aanior honon
society. Coma ID our inlormason tabla In tie
Union Foyer Monday through Thursday, Jan.
22 25 from 10am - 4pm and Friday. Jan. 26
from 10am - 2pm. AppiioaDont lor membership
ara dua by Monday, January 29 al 5pm in 405
Sudani Sorvicoa.

related to your major NOWI
Ouetbont? 372-2451
-SUMMER JOBSI-SUMMER JOBSI-

14 SPRING BREAK
SHOPPING DAYS LEFT!
DONT PROCRASTWATEI
NOW it the time to guarantee
the lowett raat and betl hotel
selection kx
Spring Break '96.
leisure Tourt hat cornplea
packaget lo South Padre Island.
TX and Cancun.
PARTY WITH THOUSANDS I
For FREE into caH:
1-800.884-7381
Group Rates Are Availablel
L T.I.
Loayto Tours International

Yaar, NewOfhcel
Worn»n lor Womyn
War ba meeong on
Monday, January 22
atgPMInour
NEWOFFCE
In 4S0 Sudani Servlcee
Coma all your vacation atoriail
MM

RU Intereeied in acquiring
acholarahip monay?
Apply today unal Jan. 26th tor tha
Mat BGSU Schoiarthip Pagaant
Apptcanona in 330 Univaraity Unkm
Quaa«ont?ConlactJanatorSlava 2-2343
Pagaant wil ba Friday, Fab. 9* ©7:30pm
Lanhart Grand Balroom

Want to ba in Sports Radio?
WBGU Sports sib Nile
Tuat. 9:00 203 Watt Hall

Sailing Clue
Thara *«Ma meeong Wad . Jan. 24 In BA
Room 130 6> 700PM Bring ideal tor new
■had and fundraisers Anyone interested in
joining or hava any quattiont piaata call Man
• 2-1887.
Silling Club

SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Starting Monday Jan. 29 tor S days only.
Laat opportunity tor tankx pictirea
tat yaar. Cat 372-8086 to achadula
yourerrang.
Fraa piaa lo Via Aral 2001

AMY LENGYL
Ski on over to Barb at The BG Newt
ASAP I
Left can it Quital
Need some help with New Year's Resolutions''
Explore apeoaJ atraiegiet lo help you kick the

habitl
CaH 372-9355 to register for free program.
Jan. 23 4pm
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: APPLY IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD
HOUSE. MUST ATTEND MANOATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 24, 1996 - 7-10 PM PICK
UP APPLICATION AND TAKE HOME TEST
AND RETURN BY JANUARY 23.
KAPPA' BETATHETA PI' KAPPA
Tha sisars ol Kappa Kappa Oamrnawould
like to extend out gratitude to the brothers of
Beta Thau PI tor eerenading us laat Wednet
day night.
KAPPA' BETA THETA PI' KAPPA

CAMPUS POLLYEYES' M2-MM
Homemade Soups A Bullet Daily
Try Our Stufled BreadtSckal

Lot! A Refrigerator Rental
CaH Collegiate Connection at
352 6333

Scholarship Money lo Study Abroad
AppHcationt are now available tor the 1996-97
study abroad scholarship competition. Pick up
your proposal form m the Center tor Inlerna
Donai Programs. 1106 Offenhauer Waal. Tha
deadline a January 29. 1906. For more Information cal 372O309.
Saa what Sigma Kappa It al about.
Coma to Open Ruth al the Sigma Kappa
House
Tuesday Jan 23 and Thuraday Jan. 25
from 91) 10. Ouetuont ? Cal 372 2365
SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE I
Starting Monday Cart Wolf Stud kit wll
ba on campue tor the final 5 dayt ol senior
picturee. Laat chance tor May and Aug.
Gradt
First 200 to aign up gat a Free Pizzal
Cat 372-6066 lo tcnedule a titling.
SPRING BREAK 'H Cancun from $429. Jamaica from $469, Florida trom $109. Guarantied lowtti prices' Organize a group of 15
and go freel Call 600-646-4649 lor more info.
On-campua contact: Jm 352-6641.
SPRING BREAK '«• With only 1 weak lo
live-DONT BLOW ITU BOOK NOW!!
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRCESI Florida I
Padre $109. Bahtmaa $3$t. Jamaica/Caneun $399. Organlre a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO: SunSpteoh Tours 1-600-426-7710.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: Groupe inexeaad in applying tor ACGFA Fundmg tor tie
1996-97 academic year ara required ID attend
a workshop on Thuraday, February 1. 1996 in
the Ohio Sma of the University Union. Tret
workshop «*l be offered al 9:00 am., noon,
and 7.00 p.m. Please cal the Office of Student
Life to let ut know which session you would like
to attend at 372-2843. Abu bring your ACGFA
packet lo the workshop.
STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES
Please attend one of the following aetsioni:
Wednesday. January 24.1996.7 00-9 00 p.m..
1104 Offenhauer West.
Saturday. January, 27, 1906, 1000 ame 12 00 noon. 1103 Ottenhauer Weil.
Welcome back to camput I Cal 372-0300 il you
have questions
The Obsidian newspaper it having a meeting
tor el inaretad wriart, photographer!, cartoonists, and advertising representatives n
you are interesled the meeting il in Rm. 104
Mosely Ha" al 6.00pm Come and help support
BGSU t only minonty paper.
Think ahead to Spring Break I
Buy your tanning package now A tavell
Save $5 001 Camput Tanning 352-7689
"ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GETTING IN
VOLVED? 1995-96 Student Organization Directory Supplements can ba picked up in the
Office ol Student Lite. Room 405 Student Ser
vices Building while tupptka last"

WANTED
1 lemale tubieaeer needed Spring Semesar
Large apt., close ID camput. furnished. Cal
352-7547 il interested.
1 or 2 aubaaseri needed. $16875 each.
Hugel room, roommawa nvm home. Cempbel Hil. Call Michelle 354-7043.

CS and MIS majora don't target the Employer Fair on Wednesday, January 24.
19M ki lha Grand Ballroom from 6:30-e oo
PM. You should hava coplee of your retume lo hand out. OueaMone? Cell the CoOpoMeaal 372-2451.

2 fun gidt looking lor 2 lemale roommates tor
Fal 1908. Call 372-6203.

1 luDteaser tor 3 bdrm. house. Own room.
$200™ plus utii 135 N. Church. Cal
353-4037

6 tubaaserl needed tor Summer
Close to camput. Own room and 3 1/2 batha.
CaH Angela or Emily @ 372-3551.
Female Roommaie tor May-August $300 paja
electric. Close ID camput Own room. Cal
354-5021 atk tor Beth

Friday. Jan. 26 th. 330 PM
1007 BA Bldg
Find a SUMMER JOB
related to your major NOWI
Ouetbont? 372-2451

Travel-

UW240UHCIL
[140§-2264S2tl
Call today lor a flUE
Student Trauelsmagaimel

INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE: WOMEN'S 1
COED BASKETBALL-JANUARY 23; MEN'S
BASKETBALL-JANUARY 24; MEN'S A
WOMEN'S TEAM HANDBALL JANUARY 25:
MEN'S CE HOCKFVJANUARY 29/. WORSENS BOWLING-JANUARY 30. ALL ENTRIES
DUE M 130 UNIVERSITY F6LD HOUSE BY
MOW ONDUEDATE.

Child Care Administration Ponton Open
In Parryiburg. 2 Year degree Mandatory.
4 year degree preferred. Call 674-3580
Ask for Lisa or Save.

Roommaa needed Own Rm.
Fumahod. Call 353-2102.

CRUSE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2.0O0wmonrh working on Cruise
Snipe or Land-Tour companies World travel.
Seasonal A lull-time employment available. No
experience necessary For more information
Cta 1-208-971-3550 ext. C55444.

Subleaaer needed immediaalyi
Cal Now 353-24081
Own Rooml Close to Campus!

Earn cash Muffing envelopes al home. All maariala provided Send SASE ID P.O. Box 774.
OkBhe.KS 66051.

Subaate is needed 2 bdrmt. i t/2 bata,
rum, or unfum. 6th St. Call 352-0302.

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 Income potential.
Call 1-8O0-513-4343Ext.B-084P.

Rma needed immed. Own room. Pay rant .
alec. Call 352-6421.

Subaaaera tor 2 bedroom, 2 bath Apt.
Call 354-5150.
8406thSi. Apt J
Subleaaert needed tor apartment
Please call 531 -1239
WANTED:

FEMALE SUBLEASER FOR
SPRING
BED INCLUDED f NEEDED. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS.
I BLOCK FROM MAIN CALL 419-7843914.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly potable mailing our circutara.
No experience required. Begin now. For infocal 301-308-1207.
$35,000/YR. INCOME potential. Reading
books Toll Free (1) 800-896-9778 Ext R-2076
tor detain.
250

COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed!
Private, coed tummer camp In Pocono Mint .
NE Permiylvama Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Ken Iwortn. MJ 07033(908) 278 0998.

500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITeS IN
NY, PA. NEW ENGLAND Choose »bm over
40 camps Instructor! needed: Tennis. Baseball, Hockey, Roilerblade, Soccer. Lacrotte.
Softball. Volleyball. Basketball. PE M)aora. Education Majors. GymnaaDca. Englth Riding,
Lileguard, WSI, Wawr-lUing, Sailing. Wind
surling. Finest. Archery. Ml. Bating. Pioneering. Rockckmbing. Ropet. Dance. Piano Accomparvett. Dramatics. Ceramict, Jewelry,
Woodthop, Photography. Radio. Nature. Rift.
Chefs, Food Service. Arlera 1-800-443-6428;
516^33-6033.
Comealo Taco- Driver's Needed. Call
353-TACO or Come in to til out an application

Management Inc.
353-5800
New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., 3bdrm

Townhouses very spacious,
full bsmt, 1-1/2 bath and car
ports. 9-1/2 or 12 mo. lease
starts at $850.

If you are looking to gain experience In Market
ing. Management. Sales, or General Butmeu
cal Oy al 1-«00-Sa«-a>a7. OTP a currently
hiring kiotrvated atudenti to ill poaibons In
Msumee, Sylvanla, Perrytburg. anrjToatto.
Earn $7,000-110,000 whib gaining a poetrba
Inarnthip. Poaibona are Used on a firat come
first serve batit.
Local manufacturing company has need of
pen-time unskilled production employees
These (Obt are mainly assembly of smaH parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
tohedua. One/ one block off BGSU camput,
eouth of Wooster Street to you can walk or
drive Many BGSU students work al this plant
Raa of pay a $4.25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application form. Advanced Speciality
Products. Inc. 428 dough St BG, OH 43402
Our firm a looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next tummer. Earn $6,000-110.000 par tummer Positions available throughout OH, Ml. IN.
including Caveland. Columbus. Youngstown.
C«ldrvian. end rrvjre. 600-867-1860

FOR SALE
'95 Gary Fisher Rangiioto w/ Trek Shock EL.
Many new pant: Includes helmet, shorts, jersey A gloves. $500. 2 MTX 10" tubwoolert.
MTX 10" Bandpass enclosure. I mo. ok).
$200. Cal 2-1267.
Kitchen Table and 4 Chain- $50.
Brown Reclkier- $25.
Smith Corona Word Processor w/14' monitor
induces apreasheel and database program.
Asking $250. paid $400
Call 353-0381.
Sony $ CO Changer Stereo for Sale! I
Incajdoa receiver, speakers. dubbing ty t tern
Exotiant condition & great sound quality

$400 or nogocaba Cal 3533410
Spring Break Bahamas Party Crultel 7 Days
$279! Inciudei 15 Mean t 8 Free Pametl
Great Beaches/Tvigritlilel Leaves From Ft.
Lauderdalel
fittpynirww.springbreaktravel.com
1-600-876-6386.
Spring Break I Panama Cityl 8 Days Room With
Kitchen $1181 Walk To Best Barsl 7 Nights In
Kay Wett $2591 Cocoa Beach Hilton (Great
Otachtt liter Dianay) $1891 Deytona $1301
h tip.//www. a pr I ngb raa ktraval.com
1-800-67K3B6.
Spring Break Speciala Cancun A Jamaica'
111% Loweal Price Guarantee! 7 Nights Air A
Hokd From $4291 Save $100 On FcodrCnnkt!
http://www.tpr ingbreaktravel.com
1-800878-6386

FOR RENT
$150/mo. May to May. Own Room.
1 rooms avail 364-1913
2 bdrm dupax tor rent Located 2 blcks from
camput. Available Irnmodialoty. Call 354-3173
Cose to campus leasing 86 97
House 831 Fifth, 3 bdrma BSO/mo
House: 835 Fifth, 3 bdrma. 750/mo
Apart 3191/2 Ridge, 1 bdrm 300/mo
John Froboee 352-9302

Pan-Time $9rhr Answer aaphonet Ftoxible
hours/local area. No experience necessary
Call 1-S0O-474-4290EH 172 mB Id pi.
Retponeiba A interactive altar needed for
non-working Perrytburg mom. Flexiba hourt $
good pay. Call 872-0384.
Sopl! Look no further tor a REWARDING and
FUN-FLLED JOB" Earn $$$ while gaining
valuaba MARKETING. PR, A SALES SKILLS!
Appkcatione are now available at MileO Alumni
Center i Come take e look at our job description
and sign up tor an intervewi (No phone calls
pteeeef) A kmiad number ol poaisora available, so apply nowl (AppJicaoone are being accepted between the hours of 8 and 5 through
1/22/98.)
Summer business Are you an entrepreneur'
Great opportunity, tow start up coat, manage
mem raining. Earn up to $600 per weak. Vehicle req. Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800361-4074.
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Position! available every month. Bachelor degree required. $18.000-24000/yr Accom . airfare & benefits. Send resume, copy ol diploma
$ copy ol passport to: Bok J Corp. Chun Bang
Bldg.. 154-13 Samsung Dong. Kangnam Gu.
Seoul. Korea. TEL: 011422-555-5627 FAX:
011-822-552-4329.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic conversarjonai English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information cal: (206) 971-3570
ext-J55443.

Effic. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts in houaaa.
12 mo. aatee only starting Mi May. Save
Smith 352-8917. (no cal It alter 0:00pm).
House—238 Troup - No pea. Reference! required. $695 e UDI. Aval, immediately. Negotiable lease. 352-6847.
One bedroom apartment
AVAtABLE NOW

Call 354 8800

LAkg. to sing?
^
Interested in a
"BoofiSdwCarsfiipi
Trinity United
Methodist Church
(203^;^iuniiif'l5l.;

has scholarships for students
who sing in our chancel choir.

9
•

VAN DRIVER. Part-time ponton lo provide
tranaportabon to and from toaal eervlcea
agency. Mutt be between the agea of 21 65.
hava a valid Oho drivers license and exceient
dnving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box 738,
Bowing Green OH 43402 FCC

Management Inc.

Masmsk

J*

7-6pmlfiursdatjs ^F)
•Worship
W
10:30-11:30 am Sundays
C(dl3S3-9031 or 354-3193
for mart information.

ssweessea^

New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts. , 2 bdrm flats,
very spacious, 9 foot ceiling,
car ports, 9-1/2 or 12 mo.
lease. Starts at $600.

We've been named No. I in Business Week's 1994 List of Hot
Growth Companies and have grown lo over 800 locations in 20
stales in only a decade. Wilh plans lor continued rapid
expansion, we'te looklna (or:

$175 a month. !/2ullitiea. own room
Cal 352-7508. leave menage

Management Inc.

COOPKCK-OFF

**•«■». RaMoarn Pl.a—"«o»
Him aaka a eangs row i I ll<
Cat laser ar saxr mm* aaaaaaaa.

One Male Subleaser Needed
$l67'mo .elec close to campus
(410)304-4537 (leave message)

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Failing Indutlry.
Earn up to $3,00O-$6,0O0. per month. Room 1
Boardl Trantportationl Mate/Female No experience necessary! (206)971-3510 eit
A 55442

Female Roommate Needed
For Summer. Fal. Spring

Frethmen. Sophomoret A Juniort
who are NEW ID co-op:

Ram
mm»lim,tmlMMnttimlmmit

Non-Smoking Female Roommate Heeded
ASAPIJa>vrentPAIDI$245mo • elec .$150
deposit. 3 btockt from campua. Hava own
room. Subaate ends in May. Cal 382-6399

NEEDEOI 96-97 non-smoking lemale room
male. Cal 372-1558

Laam about Mortar Board the senior honors
society Come to our Intormaton table in the
Union Foyer Monday through Thursday, Jan.
22-25 from 10am - 4pm and Friday. Jan. 26
from 10am - 2pm. AppHcaDont lor member sh p
are due by Monday. Jan 29 at 5pm In 405 Student Services

FREE FINANCIAL AKM
Over ie Baton In public and privaa aactor
grantt A acholarirvpa ia now available Al ttudents are eSgibie rogardata of g/adet Income, or parenra income. Let ut help. Cal
Sudent Financial Service*: 1-600-263 6485
ext.F55444.

Need Roommaa Immediately Own room,
rnearjrlemate. Call Chrit or Wet at 364-6621.

tyra

New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., Large
studios high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan and car
ports. 12 mo. lease starts at
$350.

II you're a high-energy, go-getter wilh restaurant experience,
preferably in pizza, lake (his opportunity to join ihe nation's lastest-|
growing pizza company. We otter a competitive salary; stock
option; heath, denial, disability, and lite insurances available to
qualified applicants; bonuses; (raining; and opportunities for
advancement. Please send resume to:

IraPfllttb
iu~-iri-n.fr! ft-*-1

826 S. Main St., BG
(next to Big Lots)
Equal Opportunity Employer

Management Inc.

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, well reduce your debt—up
to $55,000. Payment is either lh of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
Youll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

"When the praises go up
rile- blf ssings ufjO come down"
Sotutday. Fsbnwry 3. 199«
3:00 p.m. It 6:00 p.m.

Huge 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe
Rd. laundry on site, lots of
parking. Starts at 330/mo +
elec.

Stop by our booth at the
housing fair
We offer something for
everyone!

KobaekM Moll
Treats FREE Mr MSU Students
S3 00 far Adults
CMMan Under M admitted PRK
•utchose or ptctup ticket!
ol Kobaotof Box office)

DovkMJones

ttcobUmnm

AMoon Ajneitoan VWcw of 06U

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apartments,
216 E. Poe Rd., Starts at
$225. All utilities included.
Half the Security Deposit
holds it now.

UmJomliPrammtiitrtmmitm*
AJX47

Mraat«of(^NnnriM:
Ekfcy Dovu RoltM
UmciOMo

Management Inc.
830 Fourth SLThe Willow
House is now Leasing for
next year, lbdrm, gas heat.
A/C, starting at $330/mo.

352-7541

ARMY. BE .ALL YOU CAN BE:

Management Inc.
(

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 400 rentals
Furnished and Unfurnished
Close to Campus or away from Campus
Complexes, Duplexes ana Houses
Some allow pets
Professionally managed
Full time maintenance team

Our family at Newlove Rentals
looks forward to meeting you
and helping you with your
housing needs.
•call or stop in for more information •

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main (our only office)
352-5620

